
PRAYER CALL 03/14/2023 - ALASKA 

CLAY NASH - Good Evening, we bless you tonight  It is going to be a great night.  We 

pray for the state of Alaska.  We are getting some feedback from someone's phone.  All 

the host that use your mic, you can stop that.  You can do that by pressing *6 then 

press *6 again to unmute them.   Anyway, this is Tuesday 9:00PM ET and we are 

excited about what God is going to say into and over Alaska.  We are also very honored 

to have some great hosts on from Alaska as we are going to give them a chance in just 

a moment.  Remember every call is recorded and posted on the website ClayNash.org., 

and also every call is transcribed and put up there.  I just appreciate everyone who is 

helping us to get this done.  Also, do not forget that coming up April 20-22 in Conway, 

Arkansas. We will be there for the Josiah Company Convocation.  We are going to be 

gathering Thursday night, all day Friday, Friday night, and then Saturday during the day.  

We're going to finish up Saturday night for those who can stay, I understand that some 

will have to leave.  We will finish up by praying over all 50 states again.  So key times, 

great things are happening, the calls have been increasing in strength and we believe 

that this will be a very, very strong call tonight.  It is good to have Mary Glazier on, 

Robert and Eleanor, and another guest which Mary has asked.   Regina Shank you got 

a prophetic word for the state of Alaska.  I will call on you first to release that. 

REGINA SHANK - All right, thank you Clay.  Father, we thank you for Alaska, and we 

thank you Father for this word.  The Lord began to speak to me about the difference 

between holy ground and a shrine.   Holy Ground is where God is, Exodus 3 and 

Joshua 5,  take off your shoes you are on holy ground, and a shrine is where God was.  

The Lord told me that Alaska is Holy Ground.  He said it will be where God is.  Then I 

got the scriptures Job 37:22 "Out of the north comes golden splendor around God and 

His awesome majesty".  I began to hear the Lord say to the gatekeeper at the northern 

gate, you will stop the enemy at the gate.  I saw the searchlight of the intercessor, the 

watchman, and it is searching and exposing the evil intent of Haman and his sons and 

others who would come forth through that gate of Alaska.  Then I began to hear this 

word "I will say to the north, give them up and to the south do not hold back.  Bring my 

sons from afar and my daughters from the ends of the earth.   And I began to see a 

turbin Alaska that was unprecedented like it had never been before.  Then I heard the 

words Fire and Ice, and the Lord said the Fire of my Glory will melt icy hearts of men 

and I am a consuming fire that will ignite a fire of revival that cannot be quenched. Then  

I heard the word, Bonanza.  It is a sudden increase of wealth and profits with a windfall 

of purity and healing.  We decree over Alaska today that the Fire and Ice are coming 

together and the fire of the glory of God is going to melt the icy hearts of man and there 

will be a sudden revival with a sudden increase of wealth and profits and a windfall of 

purity and healing in that state.  So Alaska arise to the glory of God.  Arise to the place 

God has called you into a place of influencing not only your state but other states in 

America.  We will hear reports from the state of Alaska, reports of the revival, reports of 

the outpouring of the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords.  So take your place Alaska.   

Stand up and be the watchman you are called to be, expose the evil, and come forth in 



the glory.  I am with you says the Lord.  I am not where I was, I am where I am now and 

I am the great I AM and you know my presence.   So stand up and be who you are 

called to be.  Amen 

CLAY NASH - All right Regina, great start.  I heard the Lord say "I’m about to open up 

the pipeline of my oil in my spirit in Alaska.  You are starting to see  the first fruits of 

healing, miracles, signs and  wonders, but the Lord says I am increasing my flow there.  

The hunger of the people even in the most remote of remote places it is starting to 

increase.  It is not just a slight increase, the Lord says it is full throttle.  Watch and see 

says the Lord, as I pour out my spirit so much upon Alaska that those that become born 

again, those that become disciples, will leave the great state of Alaska and come down 

into the mainland of the US as evangelists, and as those that have become Isaiah 8:18 

signs and wonders, them and their children.  So, get ready Alaska.  I’ve got my hands 

upon you.  I have got a whole new breed of politicians that I  got waiting to come forth.  

They will come forth in strength.  Their declarations will be declarations that heaven has 

said and is saying those declarations will bring a shift.   Not only in the state of Alaska 

but it will be spoken into the US, into the mainland, into Hawaii and it is going to bring 

about a shifting in change" says the Lord.  Jacquie do you have a word to release? 

JACQUIE TYRE - Yes sir I do. I had to get unmuted there and I started talking about 

acceleration.  I listened this  afternoon and I want to release this over Alaska.  The Lord 

says "I am a wall of fire around you Alaska and I am the glory in your midst.  What I 

have done in days gone by I will accelerate in days to come.  Even now, the rumblings 

of my Spirit building across the state to break through the barrier of resistance and 

opposition that has kept you from moving fully into all that I have purposed for you.  You 

have moved forward, you have plans first and set certain things in order that were a 

necessity.  And you have established foundation stones for what I have for you yet to 

do.  Know that I am well pleased.  And I am even now orchestrating the synergy of the 

ages to break through in new ways across Alaska and I the Ancient of Days have 

determined from the beginning.  Align your movement in a new way.  Position and 

posture to rapid acceleration.  Be careful to not hold on to the way things have been 

done in the past.  And know that rapid movement forward requires greater fluidity and 

flexibility to move with the wind of my Spirit.  You are ready, you are prepared, you are 

positioned, acceleration is at hand" says the Lord.  So Father right now in the name of 

Jesus I pray an acceleration breaker anointing across Alaska.  Across intercessors, the 

watchmen, the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the pastors, the teachers.   

Align, positioned, and postured with the wave of Heaven.  Out of the old, into the new, 

fully prepared, fully ready, with hand on the throttle.  The calibrations are done and 

acceleration is at hand.  Let the winds of the Spirit lift Alaska up into new dimensions of 

Kingdom reality for breakthrough, breakthrough, breakthrough, breakthrough is at hand, 

in the mighty name of Yeshua.  Amen 

CLAY NASH -  All right Jacquie.  Thank you for that strong word.   We are off to a great 

start for Alaska. It is so good to have a very close friend of Susan and I, Mary Glazier.  



We are so honored you would be on with us.  You were part of this call back before the 

2020 elections and then some.  We appreciate your leadership role there and so I am 

going to let you introduce, you have asked to be on, or make your declarations 

whatever is in your heart, just go ahead.  Mary you will have to unmute, I think. 

MARY GLAZIER - I do want to make declarations before I introduce our guest speaker.  

God has given us a revelation for the attacks that have come against the Body of Christ 

leadership in Alaska.  Eleanor had a dream of a shark attacking her, no, I had the 

dream of a shark attacking me, Eleanor had a dream of a wolf attacking her, and Laurie, 

our intercessor, had a dream of a monkey attacking her.  Three attacks.  Which is 

leviathan, Ahab and Jezebel.  I like to just take authority over that right now and bind 

these attacks in the name of Jesus Christ.  I bind the attacks against the right shoulder 

where the keys of the kingdom are. The government rests on His shoulder.  I loose the 

keys of the kingdom in government of the kingdom upon Alaska in the name of the Lord, 

Jesus Christ.  I bind the attacks against the right hand.  I seize the mischievous attacks 

that have come in, in Jesus name.  In Isaiah 9 it says "there will be no end to the 

increase of His government or of peace.  On the throne of David and over His kingdom 

to establish it and uphold it with justice and righteousness.  Therefore I'd also like to 

introduce our government officials here who are on the call with us, Edna DeVries.  

Edna is the honorable mayor of the Matanuska-Susitna Borough.  She has been a 

former a council member and  mayor of Palmer for over five years.  Ms. DeVries is a 

former Alaska state senator.  I consider it a great honor to be able to introduce her.  I 

know she has to get off the call early because she has another appointment she has to 

tend to.  So Edna I would like to go ahead and turn it over to go at this point. 

CLAY NASH - Ok, are you sure she is on.  I am getting feedback.   

MARY GLAZIER - Yes, I am.  Ok, so we have to wait until Edna is connected with us.  I 

will go ahead.  God has been showing us not just the attacks that are coming against 

us, but He has loosed His heavenly armies.  I heard of contingency of warplanes going 

overhead.  This was just over a week ago.  I was on a call with prophetic war council 

when I heard a squadron of angels.  God said they were warring angels taking off into 

the atmosphere.  It was so loud I actually went to my window to look out thinking it might 

have been an actual squadron of planes.  But it wasn't, it was God's angels.  And four 

minutes later I saw the angels coming back to the Anchorage Bowl.  I saw them 

descending one after another after another carrying with them the purpose of the Lord.  

I hear that prophecy by Jacquie and Regina and I believe God is doing exactly what 

they said.  Sudden well  Alaska is arising with a wall of fire to the grumbling in the Spirit.   

Are you on now Ms. DeVries.  Sorry I do not hear her on. 

CLAY NASH - Ok. Why don't we call on Robert and Eleanor right now and then you can 

maybe check with your guests to see if you can get them on.   We will just move to 

Robert and Eleanor.  Are you on the call? 

ELEANOR - Yes, we are.  Can you hear me? 



CLAY NASH - Yes, we can hear you fine. 

ELEANOR - OK, great.  Thank you so much Clay.  This is truly an honor for us to be on 

tonight. As you know, Alaska's motto is North to the future.  We are the Alpha and 

Omega state.  It is where things begin and where things end.  Because Alaska has land 

on both sides of the International Date Line we are a land that has yesterday, today, 

and tomorrow happening all at the same time.  During the 50 State tour with Chuck 

Pierce and Dutch Sheets they prophesied that Alaska is a gateway of the nations to the 

Ancient of Days.   God has assigned Alaska as a sentinel and a vanguard for North 

America.  Alaska will open the doors for the glory of the Lord will sweep through North 

America.  From Alaska the Spirit of God will fall and their people will be set to train 

prophets and intercessors according to Chuck and Dutch word.  So I want to declare 

and decree into that.   I declare and decree that Alaska is the Alpha and Omega state 

knows how to begin things and how to end things well.  That Alaska is an Issachar state 

who knows times and seasons in the natural and knows how to flow in times and 

seasons in the spiritual.  I further decree that Alaska being the vanguard state to the 

nation. That our military is ready, equipped, and well able to perform and take down any 

and all the encroachments of the enemy of our state and nation.  I also decree Alaska 

welcomes the Ancient of Days to make visible with us over every mountain, over every 

valley, over the waters, wilderness, and over and in every heart of this great land.  I also 

want to share that just yesterday President Biden approved the Willows Project on the 

North slope of Alaska.  At the beginning of this year I also prophesied that Alaska would 

be open for the harvesting of oil and minerals.  The Willows Project can produce up to 

180 thousand barrels of oil a day.  It can create up to 2,500 jobs during construction and 

300 long term jobs and generate billions of dollars in royal and tax revenue for the 

federal, state and global government.  This project was opened by the most unrighteous 

president to say yes.  But I believe that it is because of the strong prophetic word hitting 

the mark over this great land of Alaska and it is happening for such a time as this.  

Therefore I would like to decree into that.  Therefore as a daughter of the Most High 

God and as a first nation gatekeeper in Alaska and as my _?__name  Dunakis, meaning 

the great land, the real land, full of plenty.   I declare and decree that the land of Alaska 

is a fruitful land flowing with oil, gas, gold, mineral, precious stones and diamonds that 

will develop and harvested safely.  That is what is happening record breaking harvest of 

salmon, halibut, crab, whales, walrus, seals, caribou, moose, deer, plants, vegetables, 

fruits, and berries.  That will have even a greater harvest of souls. That is already taking 

place in many remote villages of Alaska in towns and even the city of Anchorage.   I 

further declare that Alaska is a Joseph state to the nations.   That will divide and 

generate to steward our resources well when leaders and our native corporations, and 

our municipalities,  our tribal governments, state governments, and Ekklesia who are full 

of integrity wisdom and understanding to advance the kingdom of God in every sphere 

of influence.  I would like to end with Psalm 85:10-13 from the Passion Translation.  

"Your mercy and your truth have married each other.  Your righteousness and peace 

have kissed.  Flowers of your faithfulness are blooming on the earth.  Righteousness 

shines down from the sky.  Yes, the Lord keeps raining down blessing after blessing, 



and prosperity will drench the land with a bountiful harvest.  For deliverance goes before 

him, preparing a path for his steps."  Thank you so much Clay. 

CLAY NASH - Thank you Eleanor.  We appreciate you being on.  I know you got 

someone lined up at the end to close us out in prayer.  We look forward to that.   Mary is  

telling that me her guest is now on.  Mary I am going to call on you to introduce who you 

have asked to be on the call.  We are excited to hear from them.   Mary, I think you 

have muted your  mic.  Well we bind up everything that is trying to keep this call from 

going forward.  It is not going to stand.  We are going to move on. Mary did you get 

unmuted there where we can hear you?   Eleanor, do you know the person that she has 

asked?  Can you introduce this guest on, Edna? 

ELEANOR - I can.   Edna our mayor of Wasilla, are you on the call tonight?  Are you 

able to hear us and unmute yourself? 

CLAY NASH - We can come back.  Don't worry.  Robert work with Mary if you can to 

get this going.  I am going to call on Pat in Illinois and we will come back to it.  I do not 

know what is keeping us from hearing.  I am looking at the hosts that are on.  Even 

Mary's phone is not showing to be muted.  It shows on the computer screen. 

(Mary Glazier and Edna Devries are very faint and difficult to to hear) 

CLAY NASH - Mary both of you are very, very low for some reason.  We are not 

hearing you as well as we could a while ago.  Does anyone else have a hard time 

hearing them?  Any of the hosts?  (Some of the hosts said that it was a little soft, and 

yes we are.) Ok, all right.   I do not know what it is.  Something changed about the 

connection.   We are not getting it up,  great to have the mayor on.  Thank you, Mary for 

getting on.  We are going to ask you to speak as loud as you can right into the speaker 

of your phone because we certainly want to hear from you.   So go ahead.  We can hear 

you very weak.   Amplify as much as you can.  Mary if you and Edna I believe it was will 

hang up and call back in we will bring you on in just a little bit to work with her schedule.  

Pat go ahead and declare the things in your heart.  

PAT McMANUS -  Thank you Clay.  I agree with all that has been prophesized and 

declared over the state of Alaska.  I have this word from Isaiah 14:26-27. “ For this is 

the purpose that I have purposed against the whole earth.  And this is the hand that is 

stretched out over the nation.  For the Lord of Hosts has purposed  his hand is stretched 

out who can turn it back”?  Father, we thank you that your hand is extended to express 

the fullness of kingdom authority over the state of Alaska.  Father we thank you that 

there will arise an expression of the glory of your name to permeate the very core of that 

state.  Father the revolution of revelation is being released on the land.  And Father I 

declare to the outer banks of the region that they will come into a greater understanding 

of the purpose that the Lord has for that land.    We thank you father that you are 

resetting the structure to be able to be empowered and express the very nature and 

glory and power of your name.  We declare Father that the light of your glory will radiate 

with a clear sound of revelation that will cause the birthing of a transitional opportunity 



that accelerate the promise of what you said from the very beginning.  We thank you 

father that Alaska will position to the full position of identity to influence that which needs 

to be and stand strong as a warrior to wield the sword of the Lord and cause the glory 

expression of your hand to be known upon the land.  We thank you Father that there is 

the releasing of the sound of healing in the land.  A sound of restoring and reformation 

in the land.  We thank you Father that you are causing a birthing process to accelerate 

to the promise to see the plans of your hands prevail.  So Father we thank you that the 

purpose of what you declared from the very beginning of what Alaska will be.  It will 

fulfill the original intent of what you called it to come into and operate from and 

demonstrate in your glory. So we thank you Father for the outer bank to come into the 

full identity and walking fuller in the promise of what you say, to see the kingdom of God 

advance, the glory of your name be known and the power of your hand revealed.  We 

thank you Father for it in Jesus name.  Amen and Amen. 

CLAY NASH - All right thank you Pat strong declarations and decrees.  Mary let us see 

if we can hear you properly now.  I got you now.  See if your friend is on see if we can 

move forward. 

MARY GLAZIER - Mrs. DeVries had to go to another meeting to attend to.  Before she 

got off she made a powerful declaration over the state of Alaska and decreed that the 

revival that was already begun will affect all segments of Alaska, no stopping it.  She 

was able to make that decree even though I do not think others were able to hear it, for 

some reason we got muted. 

CLAY NASH - OK, well I hate it. I do not know if you can get it from her.  We will add it 

to the website.  I just hate that we have trouble tonight, it is beyond my control to try to 

make it work.  We are going to call on Ken Malone now and Ken release those things 

on your heart.  I think David Hertel you are on with us too.  I will call on you after Ken. 

KEN MALONE - Thank you Clay.  So awesome to be on tonight praying for the great 

state of Alaska. That place has always bonded my heart.   I believe that God is moving 

in that region and territory.  I am just going to pray a little bit out of the 50 state tour 

book but also pray for the prodigals and the harvest of souls to come out of that state.  

Father, I decree today that Alaska begin to move forward and not back into yesterday.  I 

decree Lord that no abortion of the movement of God will take place any longer.  I say 

the old pattern has been cut off and now newness is breaking forth into Alaska.  We say 

that spring is springing forth in that state.  Father, I decree in Jesus name a great 

outpouring of Holy Spirit with signs, and wonders, and miracles among all those that live 

within that state.  Father, I pray for the harvest of souls.  I pray God for an incredible 

outpouring of the Spirit that brings Father supernatural transformation to the hearts of 

men, and women, and  boys and girls.  And Father, I pray for every prodigal.  Those 

who have known you that have gone back the wrong way.  Lord, I decree this is their 

homecoming.  So we say to every prodigal in Alaska, come on home to the Father, 

come on home to the Son, come home to Holy Spirit.  He is waiting on you.  And Father 



I thank you tonight Lord as Alaska reaches up into the heaven that the kingdom of God 

is coming down into that state.  And Lord I thank you for it, in Yeshua's name.  Amen 

CLAY NASH - All right Ken.  Thank you for that strong declaration and decrees.  Father 

we just thank you for the angel armies that are located there in Alaska.  They are a 

buffer for anything that would try to come into our nation from there.  Father we just 

declare that you are increasing them now in Yeshua's name.  David Hertel good to have 

you on there in Mississippi what is in your heart. 

DAVID HERTEL - Thank you sir.  Just agreeing with every prayer and declaration.  Just 

remembering the first of the year where the Lord came to me and said that the wells 

would be redug.  I took that as spiritual blessing, a lot of natural redigging of wells going 

on to.  So I just declare  in the name of Jesus that the oil wells are open in the natural 

and drilling is permitted to begin again in Alaska.  The spiritual wells are open and will 

begin to flow.  Revival, renewal, and reformation.  I thank you Lord according to Isaiah 

10:27  It shall come to pass in that day that the enemy's burden will be taken away from 

your shoulder Alaska and your yoke from your neck and your yoke will be destroyed 

because of the anointing oil.  We claim Alaska, its peoples and its resources for the 

kingdom of God that it will be done their honor as it is in heaven.  We bind the wiles of 

the devil, the principalities and powers and rulers of darkness of this age and the 

spiritual wickedness in heavenly places.  We declare Alaska shall be saved unto its 

destiny that it was created for by our creator God.  We thank you Lord Jesus in your 

name as we pray tonight as we pray together that your Ekklesia is saying to the 

mountain be thou removed and be cast into the sea.  We expect what we say come to 

pass and we know we are going  to see it.  And we give you all the glory for it in Jesus 

name.  Amen  

CLAY NASH - Amen David, we are in agreement with that.  Jacquie Tyre there in 

Georgia you have already released a word but I want you to come back on to see if 

there is any declaration or anything you need to release. 

JACQUIE TYRE - Well Father I thank you for Alaska.  I thank you for Mary, for Eleanor 

and Robert.  I thank you the way they have lead in strength as forerunners in the 

apostolic/prophetic movement even for this nation.  Father strengthen them in their 

inner most being.   Strengthen the Ekklesia that is rising in Alaska.  Accelerate them 

Father by the power of your Spirit.  Bring them into a greater and greater alignment.  Let 

the oil of your Spirit rush across Alaska.  Let the things that need to be unlocked and 

unstopped be unlocked and unstopped in a speedy fashion in the mighty name of 

Jesus.  Father we call things from the north, south, east, and west to align under your 

glory, to align with your purposes, to align with your intentions that there would be such 

a surge of Holy Spirit movement in Alaska that there are those that return and say what 

is this that is blowing out of the  north, what is this sound that is coming out of the north 

gate? what is the surge of power that is coming out of Alaska? that is shall be known 

and it shall be heard across this nation that there is a release of revival, a release of 

reformation, a release of an increase of greater governmental glory coming out of 



Alaska.  Father we stand together as one over Alaska.  Those things that are tender, 

those things that are blocked,  those things that are even out of Ephesians 6 and 9 

kairos challenges that are at the gate that the intercessors, the leaders, the Ekklesia  

will have the strategy out of heaven to break through the challenges that are facing 

them in this moment and they will breakthrough into a new season of greater anointing, 

greater authority, greater impact for your glory and your honor.   I decree over Alaska 

again as the Lord said to me earlier today "I the Lord am a wall of fire around you 

Alaska and I AM the glory in your midst, and I the Ancient of Days am causing the 

synergy to come together to cause a greatness of my purposes to come forth”.   So 

Father I decree it and I say let it be done and let it be established in the mighty name of 

Jesus.  Amen 

CLAY NASH - All right Jacquie I appreciate that.  Eleanor you have invited an 

intercessor to close us out in prayer on this call.  I apologize for the challenges with the 

call. The declarations the decrees and prophesies have been strong.   I want to remind 

everyone before we have this intercessor close us out. Tomorrow we will be on 

Wisconsin, then Illinois, then Ohio.  We will finish on Friday.  All the calls this week, the 

rest of the calls this week will be at 2:22ET  plan to join us.   I appreciate the people 

from Alaska that are on the call tonight, but I also appreciate all the other 50 states that 

are represented on this call.  Eleanor why don't you introduce your guest so we can 

allow them to finish this call with a closing prayer. 

ELEANOR - Yes, sir.  Thank you so much Clay again for having us on.  This is Deb 

Rubey who will be closing us out.  She is part of the Alaska prophetic war council here 

in our state.  She is also an author.  She wrote “ Seeing and Proclaiming Alaska's 

Destiny”.  Where she has scribed many, many, many of the prophetic words that were 

given to statewide  prophetic people in office and also national and international 

leaders.  We are honored to have Deb Rubey to close us out in prayer for the state.  Go 

ahead and unmute. 

DEB RUBEY - Thank you so much.  I am so honored.  There are so many mighty 

warriors in Alaska, and I am honored to have this opportunity.  Lord, you have placed 

Alaska on the globe strategically.  We recognize that Alaska is the northern gateway for 

the Alpha and Omega to come into this state and the nation.  We thank you for the 

plans and purposes you set for this state long ago.  We are watching them unfold and 

we are looking forward to what is yet to unfold.  Father we thank you that we have seen 

alignment in this state and we call in the governments of Alaska to come into kingdom 

alignment.  As the century old strongholds are broken in the name of Jesus let the 

alignment snap into place in Alaska in the spirit realm.  Where we are snapped in one 

season for yesterday we ask you to snap us into tomorrow, Lord.  We have  been 

moving into the future into tomorrow.  The past and yesterday we are strong because of 

yesterday.  Lord, I ask that your jewels in this land, your people, shine with your glory, 

that even as this year has been said to be the year of light may this state shine brighter 

and brighter.  Even as those that have been praying about the light coming out of 



Alaska.  I say according to Isaiah 60, Alaska rise up in splendor and be radiant in your 

light.  For your light has dawned and Yahwehs glory now streams from you.  Lord we 

say let your light shine, let your people in this land shine your light so that nations will be 

attracted to the radiant light in this land.  And many will lift their eyes and look and see 

and believe because your light the light of your Spirit and your glory is on this state.  We 

call forth the revival that is hitting the villages.  We call it into the universities and 

colleges that was prophesied in 2004 by Dutch and Chuck over this state.  According to 

that prophetic word we ask for it Lord we call it forth and let us be in sync with your 

timing, Lord.  Let us be at the right time gate and be a people ready prepared for this.  

We thank you for the release of the angelic hosts of warring angels on assignment in 

this land.  That people recognize and work of the angelic sent from heaven we your 

kingdom people occupy the land in a greater measure.  We thank you for this, Lord.  We 

move forward.  We say let your glory arise.  Let your glory shine. We ask that your glory 

be like a dome of protection over this state.  All around the mass border.  May waves of 

your glory fled to the borders and the borders not be able to contain it so it floods into 

Canada and to the lower 48 affecting this nation and the nations.  We are so aware of 

the word spoken of the invasion of Russia into this land with the intent to take what is 

not theirs.  We also know it says that when this invasion happens it will hit the glory.  So 

we thank you Lord for the glory of the dome over this state.  We say Lord that as there 

are new drilling opening right now we say open up Alaska, open up Alaska, open up the 

resources that Alaska full of resources will be a provision for this state, the nation, and 

the nations of the earth that even as it was prophetically spoken that Alaska is a 

redemptive gift from you God to the nation of America and the nations of the earth.  We 

ask for an uncovering of hidden agendas and agreements made by people in this 

country, in this state that have the intent with corrupt purposes in mind for taking 

Alaska's resources.  We ask you to uncover them, Father.  Even as the snow melts this 

spring let there be an uncovering of hidden agendas in the natural.  Let those misusing 

their authority we ask Lord let this be the time that the Shebnas be removed and taken 

out in Jesus name.  We say we in Alaska have _?_  over the air, atmosphere, and land 

in Alaska. We say No Trespassing to the invasion by air,  water, or land.  We ask you 

Father for tipping us off that we remain alert.  For as the watchman have remained alert 

the borders are lined with watchman and cover the intercessors over this land, water, 

and inroads.  We ask today, I ask today for a great level of discernment to come upon 

this state on the watchman, the intercessors, the seers, the apostles,  prophets,  

teachers and evangelists that there be a discernment at a higher level that we want to 

pray and see what you doing, hear what you are saying now. that even as it was spoken 

in 2004 at that time intercessors were dropped to a new level.  We ask for new levels 

now, Lord we say bump us up on that ladder.  We want to climb that ladder that touches 

earth and going into heaven in Alaska right now where the revelation of ascend and 

descend with the revelatory word from your throne room of declarations and decrees 

over this land in accordance to your will.  So Lord even as it talks about in Isaiah 59 

"may Alaska put on righteousness as the body armor, and salvation as a helmet, the 

garment of warring vengeance be our uniform and passion be our cape.   We are 



looking ahead with eyes into the eyes of the mighty one who follow your gaze at you 

have our eyes and our ears to hear.  Lord may we be faithful in your plans as you direct 

us pressing on toward the mark  you set for us for this great land , Alaska.   Let  your 

kingdom come, and your will be done, in the name of Jesus.  Amen 

CLAY NASH – All right, thank you Deb for that powerful closure and wrapping 

everything together.   Powerful declarations and decrees.   Well, we have covered our 

Tuesday night.   We will be on Wisconsin tomorrow at 2:22ET.  Please join with us.  

Remember everyone on the call you will be able to tomorrow the recording will be 

posted.  We will get the transcriptions done as quickly as we can.  All the intercessors in 

Alaska you will be able go to ClayNash.org and pull the transcription down so you can 

pull out the prophetic words and certain things and war with them.  Thank you Mary, 

thank you Robert and Eleanor.  Thank you all of the hosts that are on, and certainly all 

the callers, all the  participants that are so faithful to join with us and add their power of 

agreement and make their declarations and decrees at home. 

Please join us tomorrow at 2:22.    God Bless you all. 


